
Perimeter protection systems

The perimeter around the area can be hard ware or virtual and in all cases this need to be secured. In many cases

the international works starts up with no fence at all and fences are coming later if ever. Then there can be a

marking where the area is and this sets the border of watched area. Light tube is the perfect virtual fence.

Laser perimeters like Laser Snap can check a straight border line up to over 4000 meter in length. When someone

pass the invisible laser line the alarm is turned on and a camera grabs an image of what caused the alarm. This

reduce problems with false alarms a lot. False alarms are always there and must be handled in some way.

Laser radar systems scanns areas in 2D or 3D and when there is a change in the shape of the area the alarm is on

and camera grabs the image.

Field effect sensor is a cable style device sending out a low frequency field. When something comes into the area

the alarm is on. This flexible cable design can be good in twisted and corrugated areas.

Cameras used are 24 hour cameras with IR lamp support at nights. It can also be image intensified cameras. When

demands are higher and area difficult the gated active laser camera is the alternative. Thermal cameras are a bit

limited but good in many areas.

Inside the area control system

Inside the fence there is normally no protection at all. Protectomatic offers unique advantages by its area coverage..

All in staff must carry a ID card with is active and talks to the Protectomatic readers. Range can be more than 200

meter depending on model and settings.

In key points where everyone must pass when moving in the area there are detectors. Detectors detects movements

and the ID reader is adjusted to have same covering area as the detector read the ID tag. If the detected movement

have no tag this gives an alarm and an image is grabbed. Staff are detected but cause no alarm. They are if

needed stored in the central unit area location library.

Detectors are active or passive electro optical systems or micro vawe based sensors. Special areas can have

field effect sensors.
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Area net work

All detectors and identity readers operates in a net work. The net work can be based on cables or wire less or booth

in combination. There is a fail safe checking function and if sensors break down or are manipulated the alarm is

activated.

Sensors communicates direct to the central unit or over cluster points. Parallel ways and solutions can be used if

needed. The solution can be a PC LAN / WLAN network or based on other solutions.

Central Computer unit

This is normally PC based and included the database for the system. ID database is controlled by the system.

Detectors are also checked for functions and problems. Normally there is a video recorder and storage system

included for recording of all events. Cameras can have separate monitors or operate over the PC screen.

Illumination solutions

Darkness is a friend of the enemy and we support cameras with invisible IR lamp systems for good night viewing.

For general illumination we can offer high efficient Xenon and Induction lamps which are giving a far better efficiency

than other lamps in power consumption. Diesel generated electricity is very expensive.

Good area illumination admits less costly cameras and scares enemy away. It is also good for the staff when they

are outside.

Laseroptronix deliver a flexible tube illumination very suitable for border markings and general illumination. The

tubes can be 200 meter long and are very flexible. Power consumption is only 1W per meter. Lifetime is about 100

000 hours.
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